
How to engage a potential customer 
to sell your martech product?
Innovative use of remarketing feeds for Brand24

CASE STUDY
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Brand24 is the most popular monitoring tool in Poland. In the world, 

it has already acquired customers in over 100 countries, but it is still 

not as popular as global market leaders.

The analysis of the G2Crowd.com website showed that Brand24 

customers are characterized by very high satisfaction. However, 

many Brand24 users quit after the test period, not using the tool's 

potential. Together with the client, we noticed a certain dependence 

here. People who made full use of the trial period (testing various 

functions of Brand24) convert more often than those less active.

As the key to buying a product is getting to know it well, we decided to 

use it in dynamic remarketing. In other words, in the case of Brand24 -

what will interest the user the most if not real mentions of the brands 

that he monitors?

Position on the internet monitoring market
What was the purpose of the activities?
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What was the goal of our campaign?

• increasing the engagement of test users,

• conversion from a test account to a paid subscription,

• showing the unique capabilities of the tool.

What did we do to make this happen?

On our side, we have prepared a custom product feed to show users 
during the trial period, mentions of the keywords they are tracking in 
the Brand24 application using dynamic remarketing.

What was the process of preparing our marketing 
campaign? And what kind of results have we achieved?

Purpose of marketing activities
Increasing engagement and conversion at the same time



How did the campaign work?
With the help of Feeds.automated!

PHASE 1
Brand24 API
Two types of data were sent to our tool

using the API: mentions of the keywords

being tracked and the assigned user IDs

to whom the message should go.

PHASE 2
Feeds.automated
After analyzing and processing the data

obtained from the client, we created feeds

displaying individual mentions selected by

each user in individual dynamic creations.

PHASE 3
Marketing platforms
The entire campaign was displayed both

in Google Ads and DoubleClick (now

GMP). After clicking on the banner, the

user was redirected to the landing page.
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Prepared advertising messages directed 

users to a specially prepared landing page.

On the landing page, the user saw both the 

mention previously seen on the banner, 

along with a button that encourages them 

to read more mentions.

In addition, the website also contained 

materials indicating the advantages of 

using the Brand24 application along with 

another call-to-action, encouraging to take 

up a paid subscription.

Campaign emission prioritization
Emission based on the highest usability for the customer

DYNAMICZNY PROFIL
UŻYTKOWNIKA



What were the results of the implemented 
activities compared to classic remarketing?

185% increasing the number of new 
projects in the Brand24 application

74% increasing the number of pages 
displayed during one user session

79% increased click-through rate ratio (CTR)

+

+

+
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M I X X  A W A R D S  P O L A N D  2 0 1 8
Through engagement to sales - innovative use 

of remarketing for Brand24

B R O N Z E S T A T U E T T E
( C A T E G O R Y :  S M A R T  S O L U T I O N )

G O L D E N  A R R O W  2 0 1 9
Through engagement to sales - innovative use 

of remarketing for Brand24

D I S T I N C T I O N
( C A T E G O R Y :  P E R S O N A L I S A T I O N )

Our actions have been appreciated!
Awards and distinctions for the joint campaign with Brand24
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